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ABOUT Camco Technologies 

Camco Technologies is the world-leading vendor of Visual-Assisted Automation systems and solutions 
for all types of maritime and railway terminals around the world. Its innovative, high-performing, 
powerful and extremely modular OCR (Optical Character Recognition), pedestal and Gate Operating 
System (GOS) software solutions allow terminals to increase radically their gate, rail, crane and yard 
operations, productivity and safety.

Camco contributes to the overall productivity, performance and safety on container and intermodal 
terminals delivering high-end Visual Automated Systems. For each step in the handling process of con-
tainers, customers benefit from Camco Technologies. 

• OCR portals recognize incoming and outgoing boxes with the highest accuracy rates
• Crane OCR systems read all container data 
• Land Side Transfer Points kiosks synchronise the moves between trucks and (automated) 

stacking cranes. 
 

Camco accurately registers containers entering or exiting the terminal by any means 
of transport: Truck, Train or Vessel, enabling Terminal Operating Systems (TOS) to make 
the right planning decisions, reducing unproductive moves and idle time on the termi-
nal. Camco is currently the preferred partner of many major global terminal operators.  
 
Camco delivers engineered customised systems based on available and proven technology, con-
nected to own software systems (GOS), interfacing with all TOS and automation systems, to deliver 
tailor-made solutions answering and exceeding the unique needs and requirements of each terminal. 
 
For over 15 years, Camco has been contributing to a safe and performing working environment, greatly 
improving the information flow and accuracy, the basis for efficient and effective terminal operations.
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Kiosk, barrier and traffic light at the truck portal control the access
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Looking Forward to Exciting Times in a Close Partnership with You!
The start of 2014 is the perfect moment to look to the future and give insight in the further developments of our systems and solutions. 

The Camco solutions are the eyes and ears of the terminal, seeing and registering what comes in and what goes out! 

There is more! Our solutions contribute to a safer working environment on the terminal.  A study, commissioned by the European 
Commission - MOVE/C2/2010-81/SI2.588013 - concluded that port labour is amongst the most dangerous professions in the industry.  
Camco systems reduce or eliminate the need for workers to identify and check cargo and transporters in the most dangerous sections of a  
terminal: on the landside at the truck gates, in the interchange areas and in the quay crane areas, close to the vessels.

At the start of 2014 we look back at what we achieved at Camco during the past year. It surely gives us a boost to further strengthen 
our position as trusted and proven supplier for the industry, the marine terminals, the intermodal terminal and hubs and the inland depots.  
2013 was again a very successful year:

• For Maasvlakte II in Rotterdam (The Netherlands), APM Terminals and Rotterdam World Gateway (DPW, CMA CGM, APL, MOL and HMM)  
chose Camco to implement truck gate systems, land side transfer points, rail portals and crane OCR, controlled and managed by the 
Camco Gate Operating System

• For its London Gateway Terminal (United Kingdom), Dubai Ports World selected Camco.
• DP World awarded Camco the implementation of comprehensive automation solutions on Terminal 3 in Dubai, and their terminals in 

Australia (Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Fremantle)
• HPH Australia, Asciano, APMT Lazaro Cardenas selected Camco systems for their terminals.

 
I am proud to invite you to read about the latest developments within our organisation in this edition of the Camco Times. 
A sincere thank you for the cooperation and partnership and best wishes for you, your family and your colleagues for a splendid 2014!

Sincerely yours,

Jan Bossens
CEO

Mr Frank Tazelaar (Managing Director APM Terminals Maasvlakte II) and Mr Jan Bossens (CEO Camco) are 
happy to conclude the contract for the Camco implementation on APM Terminal’s flagship terminal



Camco: Engineered Solutions

• Creativity and innovation, zero improvisation.
• Strong engineering building on solid and 

proven products.
• Process thinking with customer service and 

resource optimisation as a clear driver.
• Communication and reactivity in sales and pro-

ject management
• A well documented and strong project implemen-

tation methodology to deliver as agreed, on-time
• Reliable interfaces with TOS, providing accurate 

information on-time

CamCo Times
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The gate kiosks under construction at the truck gates.

The Truck Camera Gates.being constructed

The APMT MVII terminal plans to start opera-
tions in November 2014, and is designed to 
handle 2.7 million TEU per year in phase 1 to 
increase to 4.5 m TEU after completing the 
second phase. APMT adds this volume to the 
3.5 million TEU it handles already at the exist-
ing terminal in Rotterdam. 
Frank Tazelaar, APMT MVII Managing Director, 
states that the half-billion-EURO investments 
were not taken lightly, and that about 30 
staff worked exhaustively to select the right 
equipment and the best suppliers. 

APMT Selected Camco
 

Camco Technologies was selected to sup-
ply key systems to ensure the smooth flow 
of information and containers on the termi-
nal, contributing to the objectives of APMT 
and enabling the management to meet and 
exceed customer expectations.

 

 

Visual-Assisted Automation Systems
 

 
Camco supplies Visual-Assisted automa-
tion systems to support the truck gates, 
the rail portals, the crane operations and 
the interchange at the automated rail 
mounted gantry cranes. All data is man-
aged by the Gate Operating System (GOS) 
and the Crane Operating System (COS). The 
GOS and COS interface with the N4 Navis 
Terminal Operating System (TOS) and feed 
the machine read data to the TOS, providing 
it with accurate information in time to make 
the right planning and scheduling decisions. 

Camco: Trusted, Skilled and Able 

to Execute

When selecting the visual-assisted automa-
tion systems, APMT set forward very high 
standards that candidates needed to meet in 
order to be selected.

Camco has proven to perfectly combine 
the ability to deliver proven systems and 
solutions, based on experience gathered 
worldwide, and to be innovative as a skilled 
engineering centre to deliver systems made 
to the unique requirements and expectations 
of APMT.

Discussing options and solutions, Camco 
elaborated systems, thinking along with 
APMT in true partnership. The objectives of 
APMT in mind: delivering top class customer 
service in a safe and sustainable working 
environment generating return for the share-
holders, were the key drivers.

The technical solutions, engineered to meet 
the needs of the customer are proof of this 
solid partnership. 

Camco does not squeeze the customers in 
a tight product frame, but shows innovation 
and creativity adapting systems and tech-
nology to meet requirements and match 
processes, not limiting the management’s 
ambitions in any way.

“Trusted and capable organisation with 
the right attitude and skills to deliver on-time 
and exceed expectations”

APM TERMINALS 
MAASVLAKTE II: THE 
FUTURE BEGINS

APMT MV II:

• High productivity mission
• Automated facility 

with first ever remotely 
operated ship-to-shore 
container   cranes and other 
innovative equipment

• World’s first container 
terminal to operate with zero 
CO2 and NOx emissions

• Setting new standards for 
port industry performance

Camco designs, develops, produces and implements 
visual optimisation solutions for all types of logistics 
terminals. 
 
Camco solutions are the eyes and ears of the terminal 
operation system, contributing to the efficient and accu-
rate entry of data in the TOS and related systems.

 
Automating data entry increases speed, accuracy and 
safety in all aspects. 



APMT MV II FACT SHEET

Design

• Surface: 86 hectares, 60 hectares terminal 
area (phase 1)

• Quay Length: 1000m, 20m draft
• Design Capacity: 2.7 million TEU per year.
• Investment: EURO 500 million

Equipment
• 8 ship-to-shore gantry cranes (25 con-

tainers wide) – operated by remote 
control an industry first. (Cargotec)

• 2 barge quay cranes – (Cargotec)
• 26 automated rail-mounted gantry 

cranes (Kuenz)
• 2 rail cranes (Kuenz)
• 37 battery-powered Lift AGV’s. First com-

pany to order. (Gottwald)
• 2 robotic battery exchange stations 

(Gottwald)
• 31 ship-to-shore spreaders (Bromma)

Terminal Operating System
• Navis
• TBA
• ABB

Camco Systems:

• Truck Gates: 4
• Truck Pedestals: 23
• Rail portals: 2
• Crane Systems: 11
• Landside Transfer Points: 36

Professionalism from Selection to Implementation: a Solid Basis for 

Good Results

From selection to implementation, Camco appreciates the professionalism and dedica-
tion of the APMT MVII team. The MVII team defined clear objectives for the terminal’s cargo 
interfaces and set very high standards for the suppliers. We were really pleased to see that 
the MVII team was open to our innovative engineering input to go even a step further. 

Implementing Visual Automation Systems requires frequent and intensive interaction with all par-
ties involved: the customer, civil works contractors, TOS supplier and automation suppliers. Strong 
project management throughout all implementation phases is a crucial success factor. Our engi-
neering, production and implementation teams appreciate and enjoy the project approach of MVII. 
This project approach is unique and should be a standard for the industry.

CamCo Times
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View on the interchange area at the ASC, showing the LSTP kiosk

Land Side Transfer Point Kiosk 
installed at the interchange zone



Rail Portal under construction. The frame is ready to fit the cameras.
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Camco Visual Operations Optimisation Solutions Support every 
Mode of Transport at the Entry or Exit of the Terminal, and 
During Operations.

Camco accurately registers containers entering or exiting the terminal by any means of transport: Truck, Train or Vessel 
enabling TOS systems to make the right planning decisions, reducing unproductive moves and idle time on the terminal.
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So Much More than 
Truck Gates

The Early Days

In the earlier days, tally men identified containers and inbound trans-
port means manually. During the tally process, the checkers read the 
container number, ISO code, IMO labels, License Plate and driver ID 
and entered these data by means of a Radio Data Terminal in the TOS. 
The TOS used the data entered, to check if the container is has to be 
handled at the terminal, and what the next move would be for that 
particular container.

Manual Checking

Manual checking took between 2 to 3 minutes per truck. Sun, snow, 
rain, poor visibility conditions had a significant impact on the gate 
processes. On top of that, tallying was and still is a dangerous job! The 
checkers run back and forth between the trucks, inhaling the exhaust 
fumes, and in all weather circumstances. Just try and enter data when 
the outside temperature is -20°C. Gloves will not help!

People often did not check the container roofs too, since it was too 
complex and time-consuming..

Camco Pioneers the Development of OCR Gates

End of the nineties, Camco pioneered the development of auto-
mated truck gate systems, significantly increasing the accuracy of the 
gate processes. Since automated gate processes are way faster than 
manual processes, less lanes are needed at the entry and exit of the 
terminal, freeing up expensive land space and thus increasing annual 
throughput capacity on the terminal.

The automated truck system does all checks, every time in a consist-
ent, reliable and fast way, 24/7
.

The GOS: Core System

Around the dedicated GOS, the Gate Operating System, a complete 
suite of systems developed. The suite includes personnel registration, 
truck gates, quay crane container registration, train and containers-
on-train registration, land side transfer points, RFID tags and readers.

The OCR engines used have been developed to deliver top-notch 
accuracy, IMO label recognition, seal presence detection and damage 
recording have been added to the initial container and license plate 
number recognition.

Damage Recording

For each transaction, accurate high definition pictures are recorded. 
Should there be a claim, these pictures rule out any discussion, and 
proof the state a container when it entered or exited the terminal.

System Maintenance

Systems evolved, and so did the capabilities for maintenance and 
remote support. Any system can be monitored remotely and special-
ised support staff can intervene and assist whenever needed.

Camco: trusted partner for a dynamic industry
Camco has grown to become the trusted partner for many terminal 
operators: APM Terminals, , Cosco, DPW, Eurogate, Hutchison, ICTSI, 
SSA, TIL, Transnet, Cobelfret, Stena Line and numerous others.

Accurate and available information is the basis for logistics operations on any kind of terminal: marine, intermodal, inland depot, inland termi-
nal and production plants.

Customers and business partners of the terminal provide “written” information prior to the arrival of cargo at the terminal. This information is 
theoretical data, and the basis for longer term planning. 

As soon as cargo actually arrives at the terminal, the real time planning processes, the scheduling, starts with the registration of the actual 
cargo at the gate. This gate is any point of entry at the terminal: the truck gate, the train gate, the quay crane discharging the vessel, the barge 
crane discharging the containers.



Trucks lining up at the interchage zone,. Drivers registering their arrival at the LSTP kiosks.
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Land Side Transfer Points
LSTPs bring significant and proven advantages to the terminal operations in various ways for straddle carrier operated terminals and auto-

mated terminals.

1. LSTPs are the interface to the TOS or to the operators for the truck drivers. Truck drivers report their arrival at the interchange area by scanning 
their RFID ID card, or keying in their visit data using the industrial outdoor touch screen.

2. The registration of their arrival is the signal for the TOS to send or release the interchange instruction for the equipment loading or  
discharging the container(s) for that specific truck.

3. Releasing the instructions only when the truck physically arrives, saves (waiting) time, energy and allows for a more optimal planning  
avoiding re-handling or shifting moves. 

4. LSTPs make sure that drivers are not sitting in their cabin during operations, making terminals compliant with all safety requirements.
5. LSTPs contribute to a safeand user-friendly  working environment for terminal staff and external truck drivers.

Peripheral devices connect seamlessly to the LSTPs: printers, barriers, truck presence detection systems
LSTP kiosks are in use at HHLA, DPW Brisbane, RWG Rotterdam, London Gateway, HPH Brisbane and Port Botany, Tercat.

Camco is the preferred partner of Kalmar and Konecranes. The LSTPs are integrated in their ASC solutions to manage the truck interchange.

The GEN-2 Land Side Transfer Points feature:

A large 9” colour LCD touch screen offering the truck drivers a user-friendly interface to the terminal systems.

Interfaces to emergency and control buttons and  cameras to increase process efficiency and safety

Easy maintenance: a modular design enabling the easy replacement of modules

Connection to ARMG cranes via ProfiBus technology, connection to GOS and TOS via ethernet 
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Land Side Transfer Points
LSTP Kiosks: Efficiency and Safety 
Gains 
Land Side Transfer Point kiosks are in use on terminals since the end of the nineties. Since then, they have evolved tremendously and Camco 
spearheads the development contributing to better tuned and safer operations.

LSTPs play a crucial role optimising the equipment control modules of the TOS system, managing operations on container terminals.

At the end of the nineties, the predecessors of the currently available LSTP kiosks were first implemented. At that time, they were simple 
consoles with a keyboard. After parking the truck on the interface location, the truck driver notified the TOS by keying in its visit number.  
This way of working was implemented especially on straddle carrier terminals. The main purpose of systems in those days was to prevent that 
straddle carriers were sent to the interchange area before the arrival of the truck to be handled. The straddle carrier time was better spent than 
waiting for the truck to arrive..

Automated Terminals Drove Development
 

Since then, the LSTP kiosks have gone through quite an evolution. They keep playing a role in non-automated terminals, but the main driver for 
their evolution is the development of automated terminals, and the legislation applicable to automated environments.   

 
After the successful deployment of the first generation of Camco LSTP kiosks since 2008, Camco launches now the second generation of 
LSTP kiosks.

LSTP Kiosks Register the Truck Arrival and Trigger the Release of Instructions
 

The LSTP kiosks may be equipped with presence and panic buttons. To 
make sure the driver is not in his cabin, he needs to push the presence 
button during the entire load or discharge cycle. Should something go wrong, like a twist-
lock that is not completely released, the driver can push the panic button to stop operations. 
 
Rear view cameras may be connected to the LSTP kiosk. These cameras give the driver visual 
control over the operations.

Focus on User-Friendliness and Maintainability
 

The GEN2 LSTP kiosks have been completely re-engineered, with a strong focus on 
maintainability, ease of installation and remote support features and capabilities.  
 
These features offer great benefits for the IT and technical departments of the terminal.  In 
case an issue occurs, Camco support engineers can remotely access, troubleshoot and  
remedy the kiosk.

 
Should an easy-to-access module need to be replaced, it can be easily accessed from the front panel and exchanged for a new one in seconds.
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RoTTeRdam WoRld GaTeWay
 

The RWG terminal, currently under construction on Maasvlakte II in 
Rotterdam (The Netherlands), will be operated by DP World and the 
New World Alliance. The New World Alliance consists of four shipping 
companies: MOL, Hyundai and APL and CMA CGM. 
RWG will accommodate the biggest vessels fast and effectively.
The construction started in 2012 and the terminal is planned to be 
operational by the end of 2014.

Successful Proof of Concept
Camco was selected after delivering a successful proof of concept 
meeting the requirements of the management. The Camco systems 
contribute to the values of RWG: Safety, Reliability, Sustainability 
and Competition.

During the proof of concept phase, Camco delivered in three months 
a fully operational Crane OCR system reading and recognising:
• Container number
• ISO code
• Seal presence
• IMO labels
• Damage recording

After the successful evaluation of the proof of concept, RWG awarded 
the contract to Camco.

Camco is delighted to contribute to the realisation and the success 
of RWG.

london GaTeWay

 
London Gateway terminal started operations, marked by the arrival of 
the MOL Caledon, on the 8th of November 2013.

London Gateway selected Camco to supply and install a complete 
solution to register moves at every entry and exit point of the termi-
nal and at the interchange areas. The systems interfaces through the 
Camco GOS and COS with the Navis N4 Terminal Operating System.

Strong Project Management 

Strong project management and a solid and proven engineering 
approach were a real asset in the selection process, complemented 
by the proven solutions and ability and preparedness to adapt to spe-
cific customer requirements. 

“London Gateway will play a critical part in the future seaborne trade 
to and from the UK. The team has gone to extraordinary efforts, under 
sometimes difficult circumstances, and did everything that needed to 
be done:” says Mr. Bob Post, Head IT and Systems.

Bob continues: “There was a lot of appreciation from our customers 
watching the terminal operate in full, and last but not least admiration 
for the enormous complexity of equipment and technology making 
operations happen and delivering effective and efficient service.”

“Camco has proven to work in team with London Gateway and all 
technology suppliers working on the project to deliver a well tuned, 
performing and integrated solution” concludes Bob.

As part of the total integration, Camco supplied and implemented 
the gate systems at the logistic park operated by London Gateway. 
2 automatic OCR lanes control the incoming traffic. At the gate out, 2 
automatic systems register the departing traffic.

DP World and Camco: 

a Long Term Partnership



Design
• Surface: 108 hectares
• Quay Length: 1150m, 20m draft
• Design Capacity: 2.35 million TEU 

per year.

Equipment
• 11 ship-to-shore gantry cranes
• 3 barge quay cranes
• 50 automated stacking cranes
• 59 Lift AGV’s 

Terminal Operating System
• Navis
• TBA

Camco Systems:
• Truck Gates: 4
• Truck Pedestals: 27
• Rail portals: 1
• Crane Systems: 11
• Landside Transfer Points: 57

Rotterdam World 
Gateway

Design
• Surface: 229 hectares
• Quay Length: 2700m, 17.5m draft
• Design Capacity: 3.50 million TEU 

per year.

Equipment
• 24 ship-to-shore gantry cranes 

(final phase)
• 40 automated stacking cranes (berth1+2)
• 28 shuttle carriers

Terminal Operating System
• Navis

Camco Systems:
• Truck Gates: 6
• Truck Pedestals: 30 (berth 1)
• Rail portals: 1
• Crane Systems: 8+2 (barge)
• Landside Transfer Points: 60 (berth 1)z

London Gateway

DP World implemented 

Camco systems around 

the globe:

DP World relies on Camco Systems 
for their terminals in Antwerp 
(Belgium), Rotterdam (The 
Netherlands), London (United 
Kingdom), Le Havre (France), 
Brisbane - Fremantle - Port 
Botany - Melbourne (Australia), 
Caucedo (Dominican Republic), 
Germersheim and in Dubai on T1, 
T2 and T3 
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A Success Story in the U.S.: Camco supplies over 90% of all truck 
OCR systems installed on intermodal terminals in the United 
States of America 
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Gate systems enable US rail terminals to create an extremely safe 
and productive working environment compared to earlier days.  
 
Equipping truck and rail portals with Camco camera systems has 
proven to be very efficient and effective. Gate control staff works 
remotely to manage the entry and exit of trucks and trains.

Camco’s partner, Remprex, leverages skilled personnel and advanced 
technology to provide leading solutions for facility access con-
trol, personnel and customer security, technology infrastructure  
management, building design and engineering services, etc.

Remprex is proud to implement Camco technology in the gate  
systems supplied in the US. 

Remprex’s revolutionary Human Assisted Technology (HAT) approach, 
challenges an industry. By leveraging customized, state-of-the-
art technology with professionals specifically trained to utilize our  
systems, Remprex efficiently maximizes on-site production and 
throughput, while lowering day-to-day operating costs.

Intermodal terminals in the US come in various sizes and handle 
between 300 and 5000 trucks per day, 24/7.
Remprex selected Camco as its partner because of:

• High performance in terms of throughput
• Very high and reliable recognition rate
• Technicality and innovation
• Reliability
• Robustness of the systems

Camco and Remprex provide OCR systems for BNSF, UP, Norfolk 
Southern, Canadian National, CSX, Norfolk Southern and 
Canada National.

In the United States of America, intermodal terminals play an 
extremely important role in the logistics chain. Intermodal terminal 
are situated in crucial areas, forming hubs connecting rail and road.

Together with its partner, Remprex, Camco supplied in 2013 almost 
every week a  new gate portal on intermodal terminals in the US.

Rail: a Growing Opportunity
Containers are being transported by rail far more frequently than ever before.  The need to optimise the rail processes 

and handle the tally more efficiently is increasing.
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Facts 
and Figures
105

279

461

374

19

50

+150K

Terminals count on Camco to see what 
enters and leaves the terminal

OCR Truck gates register trucks

Truck kiosk register trucks, provide rout-
ing instructions and deliver Interchange 
Receipts

LSTP Kiosks register tuck arrivals to opti-
mise container handling equipment

Rail portals register trains at terminals

Camco staff members contribute to the 
success of Camco customers

Containers are recorded every day by 
Camco systems worldwide

Truck OCR Portals Gate Transaction Crane OCR Rail OCR Portals

78

12

Africa

38

33

Asia - ME

LSTP Kiosks

279

348

12

81

16

Europe

43

30

15

1

Australia

23

2

2

138

2

Americas
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 Professional implementation services

When implementing Camco solutions, the installation engineers, support 
engineers and technicians play a crucial role. For each and every project 
detailed engineering drawings are created to manage every step in the 
implementation and coordinate with all partners involved. 

Implementing visual optimisation solutions involves cooperation with 
various parties: terminal management and operations managers, the IT 
department, TOS providers, Equipment manufacturers and last but not 
least the contractors responsible for civil works and cabling.

20 years of experience at your service!

Luc brings over 20 years of experience, as international engineering and 
maintenance manager to strengthen the Camco team. Luc leads the team 
of implementation and service engineers, the support department and is 
responsible for safety. 

During the implementation of systems, safety gets Camco undivided 
attention. At Camco we realise this is a crucial element of project man-
agement and implementation. Luc follows up closely on its staff to 
make sure that they take the necessary VCA certification courses and 
comply with safety rules and regulations.

Should there be any issue or problem working with the Camco 
solutions, support is only a phone call away. Luc’s team is available and 
reachable, 24/24, 7 days per week on +32 16 40 41 41. The support 
team will be glad to assist.

Camco Operations

ICommunication, customer focus, project management, peo-
ple skills, coaching, technical insight and common sense are the 
skills Luc Craenhals brings to manage the Camco Operations and 
Support Department.

Service and support: a strong commitment

At Camco, we realise that a terminal never stops! Containers and cargo 
need to be handled 24/24, and the operations need to meet customer 
requirements and contractual obligations. Terminal operators rely on 
their suppliers to support them every moment of the day, every day of 
the year. A close and procactive follow-up, that is Luc’s commitment!

The support team is available 
24/24, 7/7 on +32 16 40 41 41

Luc Craenhals 
Heads the Camco 
Operations Department
Support at your service, 24/7, because your terminal never stops!



Look Out for the Next Issue of 

the Camco Times!
PDS  or RTLS systems: Camco provides and implements comprehensive and performing Position Detection Systems (PDS), also referred 
to as Real Time Location Systems (RTLS) to track and trace assets on the terminal.

Insight in the Camco Crane OCR solutions. Discover how Camco sees the discharging and loading containers in real time and with 
a very high accuracy rate. Our engineers developed an innovative solution to increase both performance and safety for the ves-
sel operations.

Have a look at our extended office space: Camco expands office space with 350 square meters, totaling now 1000 square meters to 
increase customer service and support growth.

Safety, a core value and objective for our customers implementing Camco solutions. For our staff working on site and in the production 
facility, safety is key. Camco spends significant effort and invests in the certification (VCA) for its staff.
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Meet our team at TOC Europe in London, from June 24 - 26, 2014. Be 
inspired by the latest developments in visual-assisted automation 
solutions. Learn how your terminal will benefit from our expertise.

CamCo Times



Camco Technologies NV
Researchpark Haasrode 1040
Technologielaan 13
B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

Camco Technologies is the 

world leading vendor of Visual-

Assisted Automation systems and 

solutions for all types of maritime 

and railway terminals around the 

world. 

Camco’s innovative, high-

performing, powerful and 

extremely modular OCR (Optical 

Character Recognition), pedestal 

and Gate Operating System 

(GOS) software solutions allow 

terminals to increase radically 

their gate, rail,  crane and yard 

operations, productivity and 

safety, contributing to the overall 

customers service level and 

efficiency.


